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 Nazlee Navabi

“I am excited about my new role with its mix of inpatient medicine and HIV primary care. My goals this first year out of residency include getting involved in resident and medical student education and acquiring new hobbies. Also, gardening and swimming, now that I have more free time. Most do not know this about me, but after living in Louisiana for the first ten years of my life I had a heavy Southern accent and a love of crawfish. I unfortunately lost the accent when we left the South but my love of Cajun food remains.”

Lindsay Gibbon

“After finishing palliative care fellowship, I am excited to stay in the Harborview community as a hospitalist. My goal this year is to get to know the resources at Harborview inside and out so that I can advocate for my patients to get the best possible care. I also hope to work with the internal medicine residency program to integrate more palliative care education into our curriculum. On a personal note, I plan to take full advantage of my weeks off by hanging out with my family, traveling, and breaking out my guitar. One little known fact about me is that I love to sing and once appeared on an American Idol-style TV show in Japan. Super fun!”

Continued on page 2
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Anna Hagan

With a lot of life changes - namely a new job and new born baby - my biggest goal this year is to learn how to balance all of my new responsibilities and really feel comfortable in my new role at HMC. Having been an outpatient chief resident at the VA last year, I am excited to get back into the swing of things with inpatient medicine! I am interested in quality improvement and have plans to pick up a project started by one of last year’s nocturnists, looking into pre-operative cardiac evaluation prior to operative intervention for patients admitted with hip fractures. I am also interested in getting involved in some hospital committee work when I return from maternity leave. I am an avid tap dancer, and used to compete internationally. I didn’t really keep up with it during residency, but hope to get back involved as there is a great tap dancing studio here in Seattle.

Alexander Pratt

My personal goal is to become comfortable with my job as a hospital medicine attending at Harborview and begin a new research project. I’m working on a project started in residency that looks at a family conference curriculum in the MICU for better patient communication, and I am in the design phase of a project that looks at how the discharge process can be taught to residents better. I also am learning to swing dance and I learned how to log roll on Lake Washington as a kid!

Upcoming Events

SGIM Regional Meeting:
The Renaissance Seattle Hotel
February 2, 2018
515 Madison Street
Seattle, WA 98104

Deadline to register online:
Tuesday, January 9, 2018

ACP Chapter Meeting:
November 2-4, 2017
Bell Harbor Conference Center
Seattle, WA

New Leadership Roles:

Three Hospital Medicine faculty, Karen Segerson, Mara Bann, and Dan Cabrera have been named to theme leader roles for the UW School of Medicine Ecology of Health and Medicine course, developing longitudinal medical school curriculum addressing healthcare systems and system improvement (Karen and Mara) as well as diversity and social determinants of health (Dan).

Recent Publications, Presentations and Awards

Mike Krug (Boise) and Luke Wander (VA) are co-authors of Changes in Resident Well-Being at One Institution Across a Decade of Progressive Work Hours Limitations in Academic Medicine (October 2017)

Andrew White is co-author of “Applying a Novel Organizational Change Scale in a Multisite Patient Safety Initiative” in AHRQ's Advances in Patient Safety and Medical Liability (August 2017)

Carolyn Sy (UW), Tiffany Chen (UW) and Andrew White are co-authors of The High-Value Care Rounding Tool: Development and Validity Evidence in Academic Medicine, epub Aug 2017

Nicholas Meo (VA) is lead author of “Elements of the Veterans Health Administration Patient-Centered Medical Home are Associated with Greater Adherence to Oral Hypoglycemic Agents in Patients with Diabetes” in Population Health Manag July 2017
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Mellena Gidday

Are there any projects you are currently working on? No, but open to join any!

What is an interesting fact about you that many people don’t know? Not so sure that this is an interesting fact, but in my spare time I used to draw/paint/write short stories; I am now trying to get back into that habit.

Do you have a personal goal for the year? Spend more time with my family and traveling to new places.

Faculty Development Program

“In addition to the December 14th Faculty Development Bootcamp at HMC, there are a number of excellent faculty development seminars on the schedule for this Fall and Winter. Kay Johnson will speak about helping learners balance performance and professionalism, Trish Kritek will lead discussions on mentorship (and menteeship), John Choe will speak about modeling evidence-based practice for learners, Shobha Stack and Michelle Garrison will lead a session on how to get a small grant, and Claudia Finkelstein will discuss how to teach learners to be well physicians. Go to gim.uw.edu/fdp for a complete schedule and more information on the upcoming seminars. Faculty development seminars are now offered at inpatient and outpatient locations at all three hospitals, and are usually available by remote access.”

- Dr. Som Mookherjee

New Arrivals!

Meet Aavi Arora! Available for medicine admissions and middle of the night nephrology consults!

Faculty Development Program

“...”

New Arrivals!

Welcome Will Shepherd Gwin the fourth!

Recent Publications, Presentations and Awards

Kay Johnson (VA) is senior author of “Breast Cancer Screening: Does Tomosynthesis Augment Mammography?” in the Cleveland Clinic Journal of Medicine.


Maralyssa Bann (HMC) “Rapid Response Training Requires Complex Skill Development” in the August SGIM Forum (40(8):4)
Thursday, December 14th, 2017
12:30- 5 PM

Harborview Medical Center
Research & Training Auditorium

Lunch will be served

---

**Speakers**

- David Levitt
- Susan Merel
- Renata Thronson
- Joshua Liao
- Lauren Brown

---

**Jedi Feedback Mind Tricks**
David Levitt | Renata Thronson | Susan Merel

**The Power of Persuasion: Writing Op-Eds That Matter**
Joshua Liao

**Who me? Couldn’t be! How to Recognize and Mitigate Implicit Gender Bias in the Clinical Teaching Environment**
Lauren Brown

---

DGIM Faculty Registration Link: tinyurl.com/DGIMBootcamp2017